07.04.2014 Dana has linked cylinder-head gaskets
and bolt kits in the Victor Reinz® online catalog
TecDoc’s replacement parts databases make it even quicker and
easier for Victor Reinz® customers to find the right bolt kit to fit
the cylinder-head gasket or head sets they’ve searched for and
selected.

As

soon

as

the

TecDoc catalog

or

TecDoc web

catalog displays a Victor Reinz cylinder-head gasket
as a search result, the user will see a link to the
matching set of cylinder-head bolts (as long as they
can be allocated directly). This means that shop employees won’t have
to spend time searching for compatible aftermarket bolts in Victor
Reinz OE quality when using TecDoc and the catalogs it generates.

The only thing that’s faster is the Victor Reinz online catalog: In
addition to the right cylinder-head gasket or head-set, this
database exclusively presents Victor Reinz brand bolt kits.

Bolts are the element which connects the engine block, cylinder-head
gasket and cylinder-head, which means they are essential to achieve
the necessary contact pressure – and thus ensure that the sealing
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system will work. Victor Reinz brand cylinder-head bolts are usually
reduced shaft bolts, which are tightened beyond their elastic limit and
into the plastic range. In combination with the torque angle tightening
method, this guarantees uniform high bolt forces. In the first step, the
bolt is tightened with pretorque to apply it to the cylinder-head. In the
second tightening step (known as the prevailing angle or torque), the
bolt is tightened beyond its elastic limit and into the plastic range. The
result: a secure cylinder-head sealing joint which does not require any
retightening.

Make sure only to use cylinder-head bolts from quality manufacturers.
Victor Reinz cylinder-head bolts meet manufacturer requirements and
are ideally matched to fit gasket sets. The tightening guidelines are
enclosed with every delivery, of course.

More detailed information on cylinder-head bolts and cylinder-head
installation can be found in our “Tips and Practical Information No. 2.”
The

brochures

can

be

downloaded

free-of-charge

at

www.victorreinz.com/brochures.

You can also find the Victor Reinz online catalog at
www.victorreinz.com/online-catalog.

About Dana in the Aftermarket
Dana, a leading supplier of drive trains, sealing systems and thermal
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management products worldwide, also presents a broad spectrum of
high-performance and efficient solutions. The product range of
successful brands Dana®, Spicer®, Victor Reinz®, Glaser®, GWB®,
Thompson®, TruCool®, SVL® and Transejes® delivers replacement
parts of superior quality worldwide. The lineup comprises aftermarket
products

from

original

and

third-party

manufacturers

for

the

maintenance and repair of passenger cars as well as utility and offroad vehicles.

The Dana aftermarket team operates out of 13 distribution centers all
over the world and is there to provide personal customer assistance
and technical support. Extensive inventories in stock guarantee high
product availability with quick delivery times.

Further information can be found at www.dana.com/aftermarket.
Contents from site: https://www.victorreinz.com/EN/News/Press-News.aspx?conseq=613
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